
Brazil

Core Technologies:
NodeJS
Jest
PHP
Laravel
Lumen
JavaScript
TypeScript
React.js
Vue.js
Angular.js
SQL
Postgre
MySQL
AWS
Amazon S3
Amazon EC2
Amazon Elastic Beanstalk
REST
CSS-in-JS
Sass
ESNext
Flow
GraphQL
LessCSS
Next.js

Others:
System Design
Application deployment
Performance Optimization
E2E Testing
Software Testing
SE Optimization
Progressive Enhancement
Responsive Web Design
UX Design/Strategy

Matheus 
Rodrigues
Full Stack Developer

A full-stack developer with a passion for solving real life projects and cause

a real impact into the real world through lines of code.

Iʼve worked on a handful of web projects over the past 4 years, some of

which were for the following organizations:

Wellon Digital — Fullstack Developer Jan 2022 - Present

Currently working as a fullstack developer at Wellon Digital. I am responsible

for building and maintaining the frontend and backend of the company's

products.

 - I developed a data visualization system that displayed user data in graphs to
provide insights on user demographics such as age, location and health insurance.
This helped managers make data-driven decisions and gain a better understanding
of their user base.

 - Designed and implemented the part of the system responsible for register SQL
queries through a user-friendly interface

 - Designed and implemented the Chatbot system interface. Also did part of the
backend implementation.

Giross Delivery — Fullstack Developer Set 2021 - Dec 2021

I worked as a fullstack developer at Giross Delivery. I was responsible for

building and maintaining the frontend and backend of the company's

products.

 - Prototyping and implementation of the "Giross Dashboard for Companies".
Product responsible for the exclusivity of Giross in the delivery market.

 - Implementation of test routine for all API endpoints using Postman.

 - Improved several screens in the existing application for companies, improving the
user's conversion rate and reducing confusion due to lack of clarity in the UI (User
Interface).

 - Development of the entire main website giross.com.br, from design in Figma to
implementation in Angular.js.

 - Prototyping of the new motorcyclists application in Figma, as well as
implementation in React Native.

Meral Lab (Freelancing Agency) — Fullstack Developer Jan 2021 - Set 2021

I worked on a couple of projects for this agency as a fullstack web developer

contractor.

 - Beauty System: Scheduling system for beauty salons with more than 22,000
professionals using it daily. (www.sistemabeauty.com.br). I was responsible for
implement the whole design in Figma into the frontend.

 - Academy of Preachers: Video library of classes similar to Netflix aimed at the
Christian public, offering theological training completely online.
(www.academiadepregadores.org). I implemented most of the frontend features on
the web and mobile versions of the application.

Links to some of my work can be found on  and
details can be provided upon request via a scheduled demo call.

matheusrodrigues.dev

joaoomatheus@hotmail.com
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